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must be another, and better, explanation of the fall of the Labour
Government.
The differences of outlook which sometimes so disastrously
cause old friends to part, are rarely the direct issues of right and
wrong. More often they are the result of their varying estimates
of the degree of right or wrong involved, 'for there is nothing
either good or bad but thinking makes it so/ The separation of
these old and tried servants of the Labour cause occurred during a
crisis which was not of their making, a crisis which required hurried
decisions on matters that were as yet obscure, and about which
not only the ablest minds, but also the oldest friends, might
reasonably differ. The result was separation, and lamentably
bitter speech on both sides. Mr. MacDonald, Mr. Thomas, and
Mr. Snowden used words which were unworthy of them—words
that were unnecessary in defence of their own actions.
If we assume that in the cabinet discussions which preceded
the crisis, neither side to the controversy was either perfect in
patience or wholly convinced one way or the other, we shall
probably get near to the truth.
A considerable factor in the discussions of those anxious days
must have been the aloof and baffling personality of the Prime
Minister. I have had the privilege of knowing Mr. MacDonald
for forty years, and I have been continuously associated with him
in many public activities. My regard for him has been sincere
and constant, and had I ever required his personal help in any
matter affecting my own life I am, quite certain that it would have
been instantly and generously given. Therefore I knew him as
well as most people knew him; but between him and the rest of
mankind there exists a psychological barrier, which only those who
are forcefully insensitive can break through. I think that I under-
stood the nature of this barrier better than most people, for I also
am not 'a good mixer,' and I know, from my own experience, that
the alleged unsocial habits of a busy man are rarely little more than
the unconscious protective attitude of a constantly preoccupied
mind.
This lack of spontaneous geniality on the part of Mr. Mac-
Donald undoubtedly led the rank and file of the Labour members
to believe that he regarded them with disdain, and it helped to
prejudice their minds when the crisis came. His industry was
prodigious; but he could never be made to realize that his habitual
absence from the party meetings slowly undermined his influence

